4 WAYS YOUR LIBRARY CAN BENEFIT FROM INNOVATIVE HOSTING

On-premise servers give you physical control over hardware and critical data. So aside from the expenses of running your server and increased risk of losing and recovering that data, why is Innovative hosting the right choice for you? Here are four reasons:

1. **MINIMAL MIGRATION DISRUPTION FOR MAXIMIZED SERVICE.**
   With an average of just 4-6 weeks from start to finish, an Innovative Hosting migration project is very fast moving. And after only a single day of downtime, you’ll be back to serving your community as usual.

2. **PREDICTABLE BUDGETING AND POSITIVE ROI.**
   Disaster recovery can come at a very high cost when your data is lost. Innovative Hosting keeps those costs under control by providing a predictable line item in your budget. It can also lower the total cost for on-premise hardware, maintenance, power and cooling. And, see a greater ROI when your IT team is freed up to work on higher-value projects.

3. **ENHANCED IT CAPABILITIES ALL AROUND.**
   From upgrades and maintenance, to patches and restarts, Innovative takes those cumbersome, yet necessary tasks off your IT staff’s hands so they can contribute to higher-value projects that best serve your library community.

4. **BEST-IN-CLASS TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICE.**
   We know your critical applications need to be available at all times. Innovative is here for questions and help when you need us 24/7. As an AWS (Amazon Web Services) Advanced Technology Partner, we deliver 99.9% uptime.

It’s time to prepare for failure. Find out why Innovative Hosting is the right option for you.